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1.0

Introduction

In an era of increasing international economic competition, the quality of America's elementary
and secondary schools could determine whether our children hold highly compensated, highskill jobs that add significant value within the integrated global economy of the twenty-first
century or compete with workers in developing countries for the provision of commodity
products and low-value-added services at wage rates comparable to those received by third
world laborers. Moreover, it is widely believed that workers in the next century will require not
just a larger set of facts or a larger repertoire of specific skills, but the capacity to readily
acquire new knowledge, to solve new problems, and to employ creativity and critical thinking in
the design of new approaches to existing problems.
While a number of different approaches have been suggested for the improvement of K-12
education in the United States, one common element of many such plans has been the more
extensive and more effective utilization of computer, networking, and other technologies in
support of a broad program of systemic and curricular reform. During a period in which
technology has fundamentally transformed America's offices, factories, and retail
establishments, however, its impact within our nation's classrooms has generally been quite
modest.1
--Report to the President on the Use of Technology
to Strengthen K-12 Education in the United States
(March 1997)
“A technology revolution is about to sweep America’s classrooms…
Call them the schools for the New Economy. Over the next 5 to 10 years, the same technologies
that have forced corporations to remake themselves for e-commerce hold the potential to
similarly transform U.S. education.”2
--BusinessWeek, Wired Schools (September 25,
2000)
In the 1998-99 school year, 90.4 percent of schools
As the excerpts above illustrate, the
had Internet access in at least one location in their
availability of technology and its and level of
school building; 84 percent of all public K-12 schools
adoption by K-12 education is accelerating at
had LANs and 64 percent had WANs.
an unprecedented pace. In just three years, we
have witnessed dramatic changes from
isolated, dial-up Internet access at one or two locations within a school building to
comprehensive networking initiatives designed to put every classroom in a school district on the
’Net. In the 1998-99 school year, 90.4 percent of schools had Internet access in at least one
location in their school building; 84 percent of all public K-12 schools had LANs and 64 percent
had WANs.3 With these rapid and ubiquitous developments, educators, policymakers,
employers, parents, and other stakeholders must question the impact of this pervasive technology
use on students’ education, their study and work habits, their extracurricular activities, and their
expectations about the world and their place in it.
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Seymour Papert, professor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Media Laboratory and
an early advocate of the use of computers as teaching tools, said, “The world is changing so fast
that the concept of schools teaching people what they need to know is no longer viable. We’re
moving into a time when people need to know how to learn things they weren’t taught in school.
Second, we now have the technology to let kids learn better. This will not just allow them to
learn the same things better; it will teach kids to learn radical new things at all ages.”4
Given this unprecedented acceleration and adoption of technology, in all its forms, among most
sectors of society,5 and with special focus on K-12 education, the guiding questions we have
attempted to investigate in this white paper are:
•

What will be the impact of this pervasive, dynamic, and evolving use of technology
among the target profile6 of middle and high school students who will be candidates for
the NIMA analyst positions in the year 2010?

•

How will the educational system, in its current form, prepare future workers to deal
with the complex, multi-dimensional problems to be encountered by such analysts?

•

And what related trends will impact upon these issues in the next 10 years?

In researching these questions, we considered:
•

Current conditions and future trends for school and home computer and Internet access
and use

•

The fierce and accelerating competition among employers for skilled IT workers

•

The effects of national initiatives such as the federal E-Rate program7 to increase the pool
of students from non-traditional or disadvantaged populations capable of filling such
positions

•

Science and mathematics achievement among U.S. students and its impact on the pool of
qualified candidates for TechForce 2010 workers

•

National, state, and local science and mathematics education standards and school reform
programs calling for increased attention to student engagement in: critical thinking;
problem-solving; analysis, collaboration, synthesis and presentation of ideas; and
authentic uses of technology in instruction

•

Issues related to teacher preparation and use of technology, including stated instructional
objectives; quality/preparation of the teacher pool; projected teacher shortages; and
federal initiatives to promote meaningful integration of technology among colleges of
teacher education
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•

Effects of the “Information Age Culture,” a growing trend among the target age group, in
which digital gadgetry is pervasive and integral to human behavior, on work habits,
social behaviors, and career expectations

•

Related factors impacting student achievement and capabilities, such as increased parent
involvement through technology use; standardized “paper-and-pencil” student testing
methods vs. computer-supported assessments capable of measuring more complex tasks
and reasoning capabilities; and the availability of previously inaccessible content and
“homework help” through distance learning courses or Web-based collaboration.

This white paper, TechForce 2010, is organized in eight major sections:
1.0

Introduction

2.0

Computer and Internet Access in Schools

3.0

Teacher and Student Use of Computers and the Internet

4.0

Home Computer and Internet Access and Use

5.0

Cognitive Implications of Technology Use and Current Educational Practices

6.0

Other Factors Influencing the Capabilities and the Composition of the Techforce
of 2010

7.0

Summary and Projections

8.0

Related and Supplemental Resources
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2.0

Computer and Internet Access

To understand the technical capabilities of the workforce of 2010 we must first investigate the
role that technology is playing in the lives of present day middle and high school students who fit
the target population profile8. To facilitate this complex investigation we will focus on two of
the most significant technologies that are present today in the lives of these students. These are:
(1) personal computers; and (2) the Internet. When investigating how these two technologies are
impacting on the target population we must begin by answering two primary questions:
•
•

What type of access do students have to these technologies?
How (what applications) are they being used?

Once we answer these questions, we can then discuss the impact the technologies are having, and
subsequently, the implications of this impact for the workforce of 2010.
2.1

Instructional Computers

Since the early 1980's personal computer use in the United States has been growing at a rapid
and accelerating rate. To understand how personal computers are impacting on the lives of the
target population we must investigate how these students are being exposed to them. At the
surface it appears that this is simply an issue of how much access the target population has to
instructional computers and how they are being used. In reality, the issue of access is quite
complex. In order to make accurate predictions of how computer use will impact the workforce
of 2010, we must first investigate all of the nuances associated with the subject of computer
access. These include: number of students per computer; age of computers; location of
computers; and access to software and the Internet. Once we have clarified these issues, we will
have the necessary knowledge to construct a model on which we can base our predictions.
2.2

School Access to Instructional Computers

Numbers of Computers

To begin our investigation into the issue of
Numbers of Computers in U.S. Schools
access we can start at the simplest level, by
looking at how many computers are present
12,000,000
in schools today and what associated trends
10,000,000
have existed in the past. School systems in
8,000,000
the United States have varied in their
6,000,000
approaches to purchasing and using
4,000,000
computers in instruction. In 1983, when
2,000,000
data was first collected, the student to
0
computer ratio was 168 to 1 in 1983. Based
1983
1998
2000
on estimates, it dropped to 6 to 1 in 1998,
Year
and to 4 or 5 to 1 in the 1999-2000 school
year.9 Because of falling costs and
increased state and federal funding, this pattern of growth is expected to accelerate over the next
few years. If this ratio is realized, it may well mark an important benchmark set by the
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President’s Committee of Advisors on Science and Technology. This committee has called for a
computer to student ratio of approximately 4 or 5 to 1 for effective utilization by students.
In fact, if we consider current data on the target
Schools within our target population
population, we find that they may have already reached
reported a student to instructional
this desired ratio. Among this group, the reported student
computer ratio of only five to one. Given
to computer ratio is 5 to 1.10 Given current trends, this
current trends, this number is expected to
number is expected to drop even lower over the coming
drop even lower over the coming years
years and thus will be an important indicator to follow.
and thus will be an important indicator to
From these general numbers, we can see that significant
follow.
progress has been made over the past two decades.
Clearly, we are at a point where the number of computers
in schools has finally reached a level that has the potential to significantly impact on students and
the learning process. But these numbers only tell us part of the story. In order to really
understand what impact this access will have, we must take a closer look at several additional
factors that are central to this issue.
2.3

Types and Age of Instructional Computers in Schools

In the previous section, we answered the simplest question associated with the issue of computer
access, that being how many computers are available to students in schools. This answer is only
the first step in creating our model, as it has not told us specifically what types of computers are
accessible. Because of the rapid changes that are taking place in the computer industry,
answering this additional question is critical to understanding the role that computers play in the
lives of the target population.
As the following figure indicates, as of 1998, there were nearly equal numbers of Windowsbased and Macintosh-based computers in our nation’s schools, with Windows machines holding
a slight majority. In addition, we know that
Computer Platforms in Middle Schools
of the nearly 8 million computers in U.S.
schools in 1998, roughly half the computers
in middle and high schools today are less than
4%
8%
five years old and could be considered
Windows/DOS
49%
Macintosh
modern computers.11 Although this seems to
Apple II Series
be a relatively small percentage, it is a
39%
Other
significant increase since 1992 when the IEA
study, Computers in American Schools,
concluded that the computers in U.S. schools
were largely obsolete and outdated.12 Even
with this increase over the past decade, researchers continue to find "major deficiencies" in
computing power due to the fact that "much of the technology equipment currently in
schools and classrooms is from an earlier generation."13
Given the 6 to 1 student to computer ratio in 1998 and the fact that half the computers in schools
could be considered modern, we find a resulting student to modern computer ratio in 1998 of 12
to 1. This ratio appears too high to allow for effective use of computers, and thus may mean that
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there are not enough modern computers in schools to have an impact on students. That said, we
must keep in mind that these are general numbers for the all of the K-12 schools in the U.S. and
not just for the target population. Since this target population most likely attends suburban
schools in affluent communities, it could be assumed that this ratio is slightly lower. For
example, in 1998 in the target profile schools, the number of students per instructional computer
with Internet access in 1998 was 10 to 1,14 and the ratio of students to instructional computers
was 5 to 1.15 In looking at short-term trends, we also know that the ratio of students to Internet
ready computers in the target group dropped to 7 to 1 in 1999.16 Assuming that most computers
with Internet access could be classified as modern, we can see that the student to modern
computer ratio seems to be lower for our target population than the general student population.
In addition, it appears that this ratio of students to modern instructional computers among our
target population is quickly falling and could reach levels that would result in significant student
impact in the next year.
2.4

Location of Instructional Computers

"The mere presence of computers in a school building does not mean that teachers and
students…will be able to utilize [them] effectively for learning."17 Therefore, in order to develop
an understanding of how computers are impacting on the lives of our target population, we must
investigate not only how many computers are present in their schools but, more importantly,
where these computers are located.

Media
Center/Other

Classroom

Computer
Lab

Percentage Found in Schools

As the figure below indicates, nearly half the computers in all schools in 1998 were located in
computer labs and half were distributed in classrooms.18 Among the target group, 42% of
teachers had only one computer in the
Location of Computers in Schools
classroom, and 13% had no computer in the
classroom at all. This means that in almost half
60
of the target classrooms, the student to
50
classroom computer ratio (assuming a class size
40
of 25), could be as high as 25 to one. Even
High Schools
with five computers in the classroom, the
30
Middle Schools
student to classroom computer ratio drops to 5
20
to 1, which is at the borderline ratio necessary
10
for significant impact. This underscores the
0
fact that the general school student to computer
ratios detailed previously do not reflect actual
classroom ratios. Given that "the sequestration
of a school's computers within a computer lab
makes it more difficult to use these tools…as an
integral part of various elements of the curriculum"19 the actual student to classroom computer
ratio is clearly important.
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Since 1992 there has been a "noteworthy" shift towards more computers in the classroom, with a
10% overall increase in classroom computers across grade levels.20 That said, during the period
1992 to 1998 the number of instructional computers has risen from 3.5 million to 8.6 million, an
increase of more than 150%. This leads to the conclusion that, although schools are investing in
more computers, they are not necessarily placing them in actual classrooms. Therefore, the
student to classroom computer ratio will be an important benchmark to follow for the next
decade, as it will provide an indicator of the impact that computers are having on students.
2.5

Access To Instructional Software

Software is equally as important as hardware when it comes to the impact that computers can
have on students and the learning process.21 Thus, we must consider what types of software are
accessible by our target population in building our model on which we will base future
predictions.
When we look at the types of software available on the computers in schools we find that word
processing, spreadsheets, database, drawing/paint software, desktop publishing and Internet
software are all relatively common. Word processing, spreadsheet, and database software
are the most common types, with over 80% of the instructional computers in a school
having access to these types of programs in both middle schools and high schools.22 After
these general software packages, we find that reference CD-ROMs, paint programs,
presentation software, and Internet software are also found on at least half of the
instructional computers in schools. In contrast, basic subject-specific programs (e.g. math and
English skill practice software) are found on fewer then 25% of the computers in middle and
high schools, while these same subject-specific programs are found on more than half of the
computers in elementary schools.
2.6

The Internet

“The Internet is arguably the most rapidly spreading communication technology in history."23
Over the past decade the number of schools with access to the Internet has grown from only a
handful of schools to more than 90%. With penetration of this scale, the Internet clearly has had
an impact on middle school and high school students in our target population. The Internet,
therefore, is equally as important for us to investigate its impact on our target population as the
impact of instructional computers. As with computers, the question of how the Internet will
impact on the lives of our target population is not simple. We will start from the same basic
reference point of access to the technology, but will quickly find that some of the same issues we
discussed with computers will arise in our findings about the Internet. Our investigation will be
made even more challenging by the simple fact that the Internet is so new that trends and
patterns are only just beginning to emerge. Although we can use these initial data points in
our analysis, it will be important to follow this technology closely over the next five years to
better understand its impact on our target population.
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2.7

School Access to the Internet

The percentage of schools with Internet access has grown at nearly exponential rates since 1994
when data was first collected. In that year, only 40% of schools in the target population reported
having at least one Internet connection in the school.
Percentage of Target Population Schools with
By 1999, this number had jumped to 94% among the
24
at Least One Internet Connection
same population. This has resulted in a student
to instructional computer with Internet access
100
ratio of 7 to 1 for our target population. This is
80
close to the current student to instructional computer
60
40
ratio of 5 to 1 and demonstrates the high saturation
20
level that the Internet has reached in our target
0
population schools.
1994
1999
2.8

Types of Internet Access

As anyone who has surfed the Web using a regular dial-up connection as well as a high-speed
connection knows, the speed of the connection makes a significant difference in how the Internet
can be used. Research has confirmed that teachers with high-speed access have a higher
perceived value of the Internet and use it more frequently with students than those who only have
simple modem-based access.25
As with access in general, the speed of access has also increased rapidly over the past few years.
In 1996, of those schools that were connected to the Internet, 74% of them used a dial-up
connection through a modem.26 This number dropped dramatically over the following years and
reached 14% by the fall of 1999.27 In contrast, 63% of schools now use a dedicated high-speed
connection. Among our target population, 72% utilize a
Among our target population
high-speed Internet connection and only 7% use a dial-up
schools, 72% utilize a high-speed
modem connection. These numbers appear to be roughly
Internet connection and only 7% use
the same for middle school and high school populations
a dial-up modem connection.
with high schools having a slightly higher percentage of
direct connections and fewer dial-up connections than
middle schools.28 The trend here appears fairly clear: schools are quickly connecting their
computer networks to the Internet through high-speed, dedicated connections. If this trend
continues, we might expect our target population to be using high-speed connections almost
exclusively in the near future.
2.9

Location of Internet Access

As with instructional computers, the location of Internet access plays a critical role in the impact
it will have on the target population. "Teachers (are) more likely to use the Internet in their
classroom than elsewhere in the school, and they are more like to use it to a large extent in their
classrooms than elsewhere in the school (20% compared with 10%)."29 We have already seen
that more than 90% of the schools in the United States reported having some connection to the
Internet in the school building. In 1999, among teachers who reported having computers in
the classroom, 64% said that they also had Internet access in their classrooms.
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Interestingly, this number is significantly higher for secondary schools, where 72% of those
teachers who had classroom computers also reported having Internet access, than
elementary schools where only 60% of teachers with a classroom computer reported
having the Internet. It is also important to
Percentages of Classrooms with Computers that
note that these numbers do not change much
also Have Internet Access
for our target population. In these schools,
67% of the teachers who had classroom
75
computers reported also having Internet access.30
70
It is also important to note here that these
65
60
numbers only reflect percentages among those
55
educators who had computers in their classroom.
50
(The assumption is that that those teachers who
Secondary Schools
Elementary Schools
did not have computers in their classroom also
did not have Internet access.) Given that in
1999, 13% of the teachers who work with our target population reported not having any
computers in their classrooms,31 we can conclude that almost half of the classrooms among
our target population do not have any Internet connections.

Percentage of Teachers

Recent data shows that of the teachers reporting only one Internet connection in their classroom,
only 6% indicated that they use the Internet often. This percentage is dramatically smaller than
for those teachers with more than 5 Internet capable computers in their classroom, among whom
33% reported using the Internet often.32 Clearly the student to classroom Internet computer ratio
will be important in understanding how much impact classroom Internet access might have on
students. Therefore, we must
Number of Internet Connections Among
investigate how many of the
Teachers Who Have Computers in Their
classroom computers, among those
Classrooms
teachers who have them, are actually
50
connected to the Internet. Again in
46
45
40
1999, among teachers who reported
35
having computers in the classroom,
30
25
46% reported having only one
20
Internet connection. Among that
15
13
10
same population of teachers, 13%
5
4
reported having 2-5 computers and
0
only 4% reported having more than
One Internet
Two - Five Internet More than Five Internet
Connection
Connections
Connections
five Internet ready computers.33
Although these numbers were not
specifically for our target population but rather for a general school population, they do provide
some important insights into the classroom connectivity status of U.S. schools. Based on this
data, we can see that the student to classroom Internet computer ratio remain fairly high.
Assuming an average class size of 25 students, the majority of classrooms have a ratio of 25 to 1.
This ratio is inadequate for any substantial impact to be made on student learning. Given the
pattern of rapid Internet growth in schools over the past six years and significant federal
funding programs aimed at increasing classroom access, it appears likely that this student
to classroom Internet computer ratio could drop significantly over the next three to five
years.
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3.0

Teacher and Student Use of Computers and the Internet

Now that we have developed a clearer picture of access, we need to investigate how teachers and
students are utilizing this access. Even if every classroom among our target population had
access to modern computers for each student (which they do not), the impact of this access
would depend on two variables: the frequency of use and how it was used. To complete our
analysis of this complex question, we need to consider these two variables and how they will
affect our target population.
3.1

Frequency of Computer Use

To begin, we will look at the frequency of use. In 1999, among those teachers who had
computer access in their schools (but not necessarily in their classroom), only 53% reported
using the computer (or Internet) for instructional
Percentage of Teachers with School Compuer
purposes.34 This seems to support the conclusion
Acess Who are Using it for Instruction
that having access to computers does not
necessarily mean that they will be used.
65
Interestingly, 78% of these same teachers
60
reported using the computers to create
35
instructional materials. This may imply that
55
teachers are not yet comfortable using computers
50
directly with their students even though they are
45
proficient using them on their own.
All Schools
Target Population Schools
If we take a closer look at the data for our target
population, we find that teacher use increases. In 1999, 63% of teachers who had access to
computers and who were working in target population schools reported using computers (or the
Internet) for instruction during class time. This means that as many as one third of the teachers
with computer access did not use this access. It is important to realize that this could be due to
the previously stated issue of computer location. If teachers only have access to computers
outside their classroom, then they may find it impossible to use them during class time.
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3.2

Correspondence
with Experts

Demonstrations
and Simulations

Solving
Problems and
Data Analysis

Drill and
Practice

Graphical
Presentation

CD-ROM
Research

Now we need to take a look at the more complex issue of how the technology is being used.
This is a critical question as the answer will shed light on how the technology is shaping the
knowledge and abilities of the target population. If we again examine our target population in
1999, we find that 70% of those with computer access report using word processors and
spreadsheets.36 Among this same population, 49% of the teachers reported using instructional
computers for tutorial or drill
How Teachers are Using Computers
and practice applications; 47%
for solving problems and data
analysis; 54% for CD-ROM
research; 52% for graphical
presentation; 44% for
demonstrations/simulations;
and only 28% for
correspondence with experts.37
We can go a level deeper by
looking at the extent to which
each application is used.
Unfortunately, data on this
level is only available for the
general teacher population who
have access to computers and
not specifically for our target population. Given this limitation, of the teachers reporting use of
word processors and spreadsheets, one-third indicate they used them to a small extent; a third
reported moderate use, and a third reported a large extent of use. Interestingly, among the same
general teacher population, almost half reported using instructional computers for problem
solving and data analysis to only a small extent. Similarly, more than half reported using
computers to only a small extent for graphical presentations as well as simulations.38
Word
Processors and
Spreadsheets

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Types of Computer Use (Applications)

This data from 1999 paints an important picture of how teachers in our target population are
using their computers. It appears to show that having access
Of those teachers who do use
to instructional technology, such as computers, does not
computers for instruction during
necessarily mean that it will be used with students. Of those
class time, the vast majority use
teachers who do use computers for instruction during class
them for basic applications such as
time, the vast majority use them for basic applications such as
word processing and spreadsheets.
word processing and spreadsheets. Even among this group,
only a third report using these two applications to a large
extent. If we then look at how other computer applications are used, such as programs that deal
with problem solving and data analysis, we find that although as many as half the teachers use
them, they do so only to a small extent.
This points to an important difference in the type of software that is being used by students
today. Many educators categorize software in two general types: tutorial software, sometimes
called “drill and practice” software and tool software. Tutorial software is usually aimed at
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increasing students’ abilities in specific basic skills such as mathematics or English and is
software-driven, as opposed to student-driven. Tool software, including “productivity tools”
such as spreadsheets and word processing software, as well as some subject-specific software
like Geometer’s Sketchpad, for example, is much more flexible and open-ended in its
applications in instructional settings and tends to provide students with enhanced capabilities for
learning. These capabilities, if applied
Percentage of Teachers Who Use Drill and
correctly, can allow for more in-depth analysis
Practice Software
and investigation of a range of different
subjects. Word processors, spreadsheets,
70
60
presentation software, and graphical analysis
50
programs are all examples of tool software.
40
30
The research indicates that on the elementary
20
level there is a propensity toward both tutorial
10
0
software as well as tool software. For example,
Elementary
Middle School
High School
on these grade levels, 66% of teachers reported
School
student use of word processing software, but
62% also reported use of “skill practice
games.” The proportions change significantly when we look at middle school and high schools.
Only 21% of middle school teachers and 12% of high school teachers in general reported student
use of “skill practice games” in 1998.39 This is an important shift from the 1980’s and early
1990’s when “the primary uses of computer technology in schools involved students practicing
basic math and language arts skills.”40
Before leaving this topic, we must investigate further the context in which students are using this
software. We have just seen that there is a growing shift in middle schools and high schools
toward the use of tool software over basic tutorial software. But is this shift taking place in all
classrooms and subjects? The data indicates the answer is no. “More math teachers use skill
practice games than any other type of computer software” including spreadsheets, databases, and
CD-ROMs.41 This fact
points to the more general
Use of Specific Software by Teacher Type
issue of integration of
software applications into
100
traditional subject-area
80
curricula. Not surprisingly,
60
Computer Teachers
there is a significant
Academic Teachers
40
difference in software use
20
between computer classes
0
and other subjects. For
Spreadsheet
Word
Graphics
example, in 1998, 67% of
Database
Processors
Programs
computer teachers reported
Type of Software
student use of spreadsheets
and databases; 87%
reported student use of word processors; and 54% reported use of graphics programs. In
contrast, only 13% of mathematics teachers reported student use of spreadsheets and databases;
60% of English teachers reported use of word processors; and 29% of fine arts teachers indicated
student use of graphics programs. It appears that although educators are beginning to use tool
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applications more frequently than skill practice software, they have not yet reached the point
where this use is fully integrated into traditional core subject areas.
Why is this classification of instructional software important? The answer lies in the impact that
its use has on student abilities. Drill and practice software has been in use in schools for almost
two decades and has been shown to be an effective tool for increasing basic skills, such as basic
math or reading abilities.42 Although this is an important and useful application of instructional
technology it falls short when it comes to the development of higher-order thinking and
reasoning abilities. Since these abilities are key elements in problem solving and critical
thinking we must look to other applications if increasing these capabilities is desired. This is
partly the role of tool software. Recent studies have shown that appropriate use of this category
of software can increase students’ abilities to solve problems and think critically. Most notably,
in a meta-analysis that examined the impact of technology on student learning, researchers found
increased teacher-student interaction, cooperative learning, and, most important, problem-solving
and inquiry capabilities among students who were using technology.43 They also found that
certain technologies could facilitate access to a range of resources and then help students to store,
reshape, and analyze this information. It also enabled students to become hypothesis-testers,
with the result that the knowledge that was acquired could be used more effectively.44 Could any
application of technology lead to these results? The answers appears to be no. Researchers
Statham and Torell cited one essential condition for this type of student learning to take place:
Computers should be used less for drill-and-practice in the classroom and more as openended thinking tools and content resources.45
"Many of those who support increased incorporation of computer-related activities into academic
coursework argue that student engagement in doing schoolwork is improved and even carries
over to times of the day when direct teacher supervision is absent."46 More importantly,
according to the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), "it is the way that computers
are used to change and enhance curriculum that represents the most important factor in
determining whether or not computers have an impact on achievement."47 It therefore is not
surprising to find that one of the new National Educational Technology Standards for Teachers
calls for them to "implement curriculum plans that include methods and strategies for applying
technology to maximize student learning."48 These findings call for moving beyond teaching
basic technology skills and the use of software tools in isolated computer classes towards a more
integrated approach where these skills and tools are incorporated into regular classroom
instruction. If this shift occurs we would expect to see an increase in student motivation and
achievement as a result of the integration of technology and instructional content.
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3.3

School Use of the Internet

As one might expect, as access to the Internet has increased, so has teacher use of the
technology. Between 1997 and 1998 the percentage of secondary teachers who used the Internet
at work rose from 28% to 43%.49 In 1999, of those teachers with Internet in their classrooms,
88% indicated that they used it. This percentage is then broken down by frequency of use with
37% using it to a small extent, 30% using
Professional Uses of the Internet Among Teachers
it to a moderate extent, and 20% using it
to a large extent.50
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

In 1998, a majority (68%) of teachers
reported using the Internet for
professional applications, such as to "find
information resources for their lessons,"
but these same teachers reported very
little professional use of the Internet to
Find Information for Email Colleagues Publish Web Pages
email their colleagues (16%) or publish
Lessons
Web pages (18%).51 Additional data from
1999 seems to indicate that these last two
professional uses are increasing, particularly among schools serving the target population.52
Possibly the more important issue is how students are using the Internet in schools. "Just as
information-gathering for lesson preparation is the most common use of the Internet by
teachers, teachers have students use the Internet for "research," or information-gathering,
more than for any other purpose."53 Surprisingly, this type of information-gathering activity
has become the third most common use of school computers
Overall, only 7% of the teachers had
in general. Clearly, educators currently see this application of
students email at least three times per
the technology as its most important use. Besides using the
year and even smaller percentages had
Internet for research, students, to a lesser degree, are also
students involved in collaborative
using the Internet for other applications such as email,
projects or Web publishing.
collaborative projects and publishing work online. Overall,
only 7% of the teachers had students email at least three times
per year and even smaller percentages had students involved
in collaborative projects or Web publishing.54 Interestingly, we find that these numbers are
significantly higher in classes that are dedicated to computer instruction, yet much lower in
classrooms that deal with core subjects. For example, 12% of high school and middle school
computer teachers had students involved in Internet-based collaborative projects, whereas only
4% of mathematics teachers on the same grade levels had students engaged in these activities.55
This difference points to the fact that although teachers are using the Internet, much of this work
is not integrated into the core subjects.
3.4

Advanced Student Technology Applications

To paint a clearer picture of the extent to which modern technology is currently and can
potentially impact upon students—their learning habits and behaviors, their ability to acquire,
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process, and understand data, their proclivities for collaboration, and their understanding of
important concepts—we now look at several examples of advanced technology applications in
middle and high schools. Although these types of applications have not yet penetrated large
numbers of schools throughout the U.S., they help to illustrate the ways in which students: (1)
interact with the technology; (2) communicate, through the technology, with other students,
experts, and use real data and information; (3) and the effects of this intensive technology use on
their study and work habits and their learning. The future impact on the science learning of
students who experience contact with and use of real time data from collaborative projects,
sensors and scientific laboratories will be significant.
3.4.1 The CoVis Project
Funded by the National Science Foundation, with industry partners including Sun Microsystems
and Ameritech, the Learning through Collaborative Visualization Project or CoVis, linked 50
U.S. middle and high schools in an advanced and technology-intensive inquiry of atmospheric
and environmental sciences.56 At the heart of CoVis are scientific visualization software
programs (the Weather Visualizer, the Greenhouse Effect Visualizer, and the Climate Watcher),
customized to a school learning environment. Through CoVis, students also used: desktop
videoconferencing; shared software environments for remote, realtime collaboration; access to
resources of the Internet; and a multimedia scientist’s notebook. These technological tools were
employed through close collaboration with teachers, in pursuit of improved pedagogical and
project-enhanced science learning. CoVis was envisioned as the “development of scientific
understanding which is mediated by scientific visualization tools in a collaborative context.”57
In research on the CoVis project, three advantages were found in using scientific visualization
for high school science education:58
(1)

(2)

(3)

The ability to conduct direct investigations in areas to which students had previously
had only indirect access (e.g. laboratory simulations or “tornadoes in a bottle” as
compared to real data from actual events)
Inquiry using scientific visualizations can link students with the authentic practice of
science and facilitate their interpretations of the results emerging from scientific
research
Understanding of the uses of visualization is becoming an increasingly important skill
both for practicing scientists and for informed citizens. It impacts a broad range of
disciplines from mathematics to information processing to finance.

One challenge for CoVis designers has been to create age-appropriate visualization tools with
supplemental resources necessary for effective interpretation (e.g., the background and implicit
understandings scientists routinely apply in interpreting data). Through close collaboration with
subject-matter experts and scientists, as well as participating teachers, CoVis developed tools
which demonstrate that “appropriate scientific visualization tools used in a collaborative
environment that includes students, teachers, and scientific experts, can enable students to
perform meaningful investigation of the same sorts of scientific questions being asked by leading
edge researchers.59
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The Weather Visualizer is a unified set of tools for examining current weather conditions
throughout North America. Using the Weather Visualizer, students are able to view the
following:
• Satellite images of the U.S. in the visible and infrared spectrums
• Customized weather maps displaying clouds, temperature, pressure, wind direction,
wind speed, dew point, weather symbols, visibility, radar, severe weather watches,
fronts, isobars, isotherms, isodrosotherms, and names of reporting stations, as well as
wind speed at five different altitudes.
• Six-panel preconstructed visualizations displaying temperature, pressure, wind, speed,
wind direction, dew point, and moisture convergence for North America.
• Textual reports providing local conditions and local and state forecasts for all reporting
stations.
3.4.2 The EdGrid Project
We have noted how the world of scientific and technological R&D can be brought into
classrooms through use of Internet technology. Students will increasingly be able to sit side by
side with scientists and engineers as they gain new insights into nature and as they create new
artifacts that meet the needs of humankind. This proximity to scientists and engineers is enabled
by information technologies that transfer data as well as text, voice and images in support of
student communications with experts and mentors. Students in their early years of education
will not only be in touch with the frontiers of discovery and invention but will be exposed to the
human and cultural aspects of these domains.
In addition to experimentation and the gathering of data, scientists and engineers
utilize simulations, modeling and tools for visualization of complex phenomena and systems.
The Internet can also make these tools and techniques available in classrooms. Simulations and
modeling are particularly important in the field of meteorology, in the exploration of fusion and
in the design of new airplanes. In many cases these professional tools can be adapted or
modified for classroom use.
An important program that is developing applications of simulation, modeling and visualization
tools for use in classrooms, as well as in teacher training, is EdGrid. A consortium based at the
National Center for Supercomputer Applications (NCSA) located at the University of Illinois is
engaged in numerous projects. Some examples include: a project at the University of Illinois to
help teachers use visualization tools; the NCSA Biology Student Workshop project, which is
developing opportunities for students to use computational tools to manipulate information from
molecular biology databases; and an SRI International project on development of modeling tools
for use in teacher education programs.60
While it will be several years before use of high tech resources such as these become
widespread, they are now entering innovative programs such as the Maryland Virtual High
School. It may be that the target population for this TechForce 2010 study may be able to take
advantage of these computation-intensive aids to science education more quickly than the
general population through access to such online resources.
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3.4.3

Internet-Enabled, Real World Problem-Solving

The following excerpt of a 1997 article, “Web Adventures in K-12 Science”61 published with
permission of TECHNOS Press of the Agency for Instructional Technology (AIT), describes
some of the real world problems today’s middle and high school students are tackling as a result
of Internet-based resources and creative teaching. Focusing on unique and compelling
applications of the Internet, these types of lesson activities engage students in doing real science;
collaborating with students and experts around the world; communicating personal, cultural,
geographic, and project-related information; evaluating, analyzing and synthesizing “messy” real
world data; and utilizing multi-disciplinary approaches to solve problems.
You can find many of the curriculum activities developed by the Center

Data from Ships at Sea

for Improved Engineering and Science Education at Stevens Institute of

Hundreds of ships in the world’s oceans regularly report their precise

Technology at our Web site (http:// kl2science.stevens-tech.edu). Here we

locations along with basic information about weather and sea conditions.

give a few examples that illustrate some of the concepts presented.

The data can easily be obtained from a database maintained by the
National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration, which updates

A Water Quality Collaborative

the information several times each day. While the volume of information

Three years ago, students in eighth-grade science classes in Jersey City

can be overwhelming, it provides an exciting way for students to engage

learned about ecosystems by reading a textbook. Today they visit a local

in vicarious travel.

freshwater pond to collect samples. Next, using new equipment, they

Pretending they are frightened stowaways on a ship who happen to

analyze the samples under microscopes. Then, on the Internet, they

have access to laptop computers and cellular telephones, fifth-grade

establish communication with classes in Japan, South Africa, and England

students try to determine the location of the port to which their ship is

that are conducting similar investigations. After making predictions about

bound, using sequential reports of location and Internet resources to

whether the same organisms that populate Jersey City’s ponds will be

calculate the speed and direction of the ship. With this information,

found in the foreign sites, they are able to observe, through pictures

students can determine the ship’s arrival at a port city, where they can call

posted on their farflung partners’ Web pages, that the very same creatures

their parents to pick them up.

do indeed exist in all four sites.

This type of activity allows students to apply facts, such as the
equation for the speed of an object, to real-life situations, giving them a

Remote Scanning Electron Microscopes

context for learning that other technologies can’t supply. Most students

Powerful optical and electron microscopes at universities and research

find the activity engaging.

centers are available. for classroom use via the Internet. Electron

We have now arranged for students to be in direct email contact with

microscopes make images accessible in classrooms with magnifications

senior staff members of major cargo vessels. This new dimension gives

that previously were available only to research scientists.

students the chance not only to communicate directly with professionals in

At Stevens we are developing a microscope initiative as a prototype of

the shipping industry but also to have their work checked and to engage

what can be accomplished through remote access to these scientific

in scientific conversations about weather conditions. The response from

instruments. We provide students with opportunities to submit samples of

both the students and the officers on board the vessels has been quite

airborne particulate matter from their schools for electron microscope

positive, and we hope to expand this project schoolwide.

analysis. These samples are processed by graduate students who are in

We use an extension of this unit with seventh- and eighth-grade

contact with the submitting high school via CU-SeeMe Internet two-way

stowaways who decide to stay on board a ship and accept work

video.

assignments. They become the captain’s Internet weather advisers,

In their classrooms, students are able to see how the electron

tracking the progress of the ship and monitoring weather conditions from

microscope operates and get direct access to the resulting images. By

real-time satellite sources to determine whether the ship needs to change

reviewing images with magnifications of 3,000x to 10,000x and comparing

course.

them with reference images, students have been able to identify chalk
particles. This activity not only helps students understand concepts of size

Email to South Africa

and scale but also is directly relevant in terms of understanding the new

While we direct our efforts at science topics, we have found that using the

Environmental Protection Agency air-quality standards, which call for

Web often leads naturally into other learning areas as students exchange

control of particles as tiny as 2.5 microns.

email about themselves, their culture, and current events. A notable
exchange took place with two separate student groups in South Africa,
one that wanted to achieve a common culture for South Africa and
another that advocated the preservation of native traditions.
Such an educational experience would have been hard to implement
in any other fashion. It stimulated so much dialogue that the Jersey City
teacher had to ask her students to curtail the exchanges!
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3.4.4

Multi-Disciplinary Impact

As these examples illustrate, the work of scientists and students using authentic tools is
inherently multidisciplinary. These technology-rich projects and lessons demonstrate that
students must draw on their mathematical understanding to conduct data analysis and make
forecasts; use social studies and geography to locate collaborating partners or events that are
being studied; employ communications, language arts, and written and oral presentation skills as
they communicate with experts and peers around the world and present their findings; and often
practice foreign language skills as they communicate with others around the globe. The
inexorable push toward use of authentic problems and tools for K-12 education necessitates a
multidisciplinary approach to instruction, and, in turn, expects students to use all their skills,
knowledge, and background, to solve these real world problems.
3.5

Factors In Teacher Use of Instructional Computers and the Internet

In order to understand future trends in uses of instructional computers, we need to understand the
current factors behind their use by teachers. We have seen that use of instructional computers by
teachers working in the target population schools has not reached maximum levels and that use
of software differs widely. If we can develop an understanding of why this is the case, we can
then factor in the other trends we have noted and make some predictions about future uses.
3.5.1 Access
"Teachers who don't use software or Web sites for instruction are more likely to cite a lack of
classroom computers than any other reason."62 As we have stated already, having access to
computers in the classroom is central to their use by students and teachers. We have also seen
that at present, only about half of the computers in schools are located in classrooms. Although
this may be slightly higher for our target population, it is still most likely a significant factor in
the present level of use of instructional software by teachers. Since 1992 we have seen a steady
trend towards placing more computers in classrooms.63 Given the assumption that our target
population schools are based in affluent communities, we may be able to conclude that, in
addition, the number of computers in these schools will increase dramatically over the next
decade. As this happens, schools will reach the point where they cannot allocate more space for
computer use in labs and will then begin to place computers into classrooms at a much faster rate
than at present. The result is expected to be a dramatic increase in the use of the computers for
instructional purposes by teachers.
3.5.2

Support

Of those teachers who reported not having a technology coordinator in their school building,
39% indicated it was a "great barrier" to their use of the technology.64 Overall, 80% of teachers
without technical support in their school building reported it was a barrier to at least some extent.
In addition, "technology leaders need to be cognizant of the fact that technology support is
not simply technical support"65 but also includes instructional integration support. Of
teachers without technology coordinators in their school, 33% indicated that a "lack of support
regarding ways to integrate technology into the curriculum" was also a "great barrier" to their use
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of the technology.66 This is a very new issue that has only recently surfaced in the data. It is
clear that over time, schools must find ways to address this issue if they want to ensure that
the technology is used and used effectively.
3.5.3

Professional Development

In 1999, only "10% of teachers reported feeling ‘very well prepared’ to use computers and the
Internet for classroom instruction" (23% reported feeling ‘well prepared’).67 This lack of teacher
preparedness clearly has significant meaning when we look at how they are using the technology
with students. For example, of those teachers who indicated that they were "somewhat" prepared
to use problem-solving or data analysis activities with their students, only 47% of them actually
assigned students this type of work. Of those teachers who didn't feel prepared at all, only 14%
assigned students these same types of activities.68 As one might expect, teachers with more
technology training are much more likely to feel "better prepared'' to integrate technology in
classroom lessons than teachers with less training or no training. In addition, training on
"integrating technology into the curriculum'' seems to have a greater impact on teachers than
"basic technology skills'' training when it comes to whether they use software and how much
they rely on it.69 This points to the critical need for teachers to receive professional
development, particularly in the area of technology integration, so that they can learn how to use
the technology effectively.
A growing concern in the United States is the significant number of new teachers who will need
to be hired over the next several years as a large portion of the teaching force enters into
retirement. This raises the question of how prepared new educators will be to use instructional
technologies when they enter the classroom. Although one might expect that schools of
education would be addressing this issue, there are strong indicators that they have done little to
deal with the situation. In a report
Impact of Professional Development
to Congress in 1995, titled
Teachers and Technology: Making
70
Percentage receiving
the Connection, the Office of
60
'x' hours of prof.
Technology Assessment (OTA)
50
development
indicated that "despite the
40
Percentage who felt
importance of technology in
30
"well or very well
teacher education, it is not central
20
prepared"
to the teacher preparation
10
experience in most colleges of
0
education…[and]…most new
1 to 8
9 to 32
more than
32
teachers graduate from teacher
preparation institutions with
limited knowledge of the ways technology can be used in their professional practice."70
Although five years have passed since this report was released, many recent studies "suggest that
little progress has been made."71 Given the massive explosion of Web technologies that have
taken place in this same time period one can assume that schools of education now face an
extremely challenging task in preparing future generations of educators.
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Before concluding, it is important to recognize an emerging issue related to Web-based
technologies and their use in the classroom. The World Wide Web has only recently surfaced as
an educational tool, but school systems and educational organizations have already spent
millions of dollars to wire schools and classrooms. Of concern is the fact that of those teachers
that use Web sites for instruction, only 9% of teachers say it is a "primary resource" while a large
majority, 88%, use it simply as a "supplementary resource."72 Related to this is the fact that
teachers have students use the Internet for research or information gathering more than for any
other purpose. This trend, which is similar to that of computers over the past 10 years, in which
educators use Web-based technology as an add-on rather than an integral part of the instructional
process, will diminish the impact that Web technologies can have on student learning and
behavior in the near term. Colleges of education and those providing professional development
opportunities for today's educators must learn from past experiences with computers. As
educational leaders they must ensure that teachers understand how to use the Web as more than
just a large library, but as a tool that can engage students in meaningful learning experiences.
Over the next decade it will be important to track developments in these three areas of
access, support and professional development as they will be predictors of how effective
educators will be in their use of instructional technology.
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4.0

Home Computer and Internet Access and Use

We have taken a close look at how students access and use computers and the Internet at school
and the trends associated with these topics. To complete the picture of how technology is
impacting the lives of our target population, we must now investigate how students access and
use computers and the Internet at home.
4.1

Home Computer Access and Use

Among our target population we would expect to find a significant number of students who
enjoy access to computers at home. In some cases, these students may have better access to
more powerful computers at home than they do in their schools and classrooms.

Percentage with Computers

As we did with schools, we begin by examining the numbers of computers found at home. In
1997, 43% of the total population in the United States had computers.73 If we assume that the
household income for our target population is $75,000 and above, then we find that the
percentage rises significantly to 77%,74 also in 1997. If we now look at students (ages 3 to 17)
who live in households with a family income of $75,000 and above, we find that 87% of them
had a computer at home.75 Interestingly, if we compare all households, we find that 51% of the
households with children had
Household Types and Access to Computers
computers, but only 31% of the
households without children had them.76
100
This data, in combination with the
90
80
previous numbers, indicates that
70
60
parents recognize the importance of
50
having a computer at home if they
40
30
have a student in the house. Clearly,
20
among our target population, we can see
10
0
that the vast majority of these students
General Households Target Population
Target Population
already have a computer at home.
Households

Households w/
Students

This household percentage also marks a
high point in a historical trend that has seen a steady increase in home computer access over the
past decade. Starting in 1984, when data was first collected, we find only 22% of households in
our target group had a computer. In 1989, this percentage increased to 44%, in 1993 it was
60%,77 in 1997 it was 76%,78 and finally in 1998 it jumped to 80%.79 Based on this trend, we
might expect as much as 90% of the target population households to have computers within the
next two years. With this level of penetration, home computer use is expected to have a
tremendous impact on the target population.
As we saw with school computer access, it is important to look at how modern computers are
when we are investigating the impact they will have on students. In 1997, more than half of
the home computers reported were purchased within the last year and more than 83%
were purchased within the past three years.80 This means that, among the target population,
the majority of home computers could be considered modern. It also means that even if home
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computers were not upgraded since 1997, that more than half would only be two to three years
old and thus still be considered modern.
To complete this picture of home computer use, we need to look at how often students used their
home computer and for what applications. In 1997, approximately 45% of all students used a
computer at home with only a slight difference between middle school and high school students.
If we consider only households in our target group, then we find that this number rises
dramatically to 74%. Among students in these households, 22% reported using their computer
six to seven times a week; 36% reported using it two to three days per week; and 20% reported
using it one day or less per week.81 As a comparison, in 1996, 41% of eighth graders in our
target group indicated that they watched an average of one to two hours of television per day.82
This implies that although students are using computers at home frequently, they spend similar
amounts of time watching television.

Percentage Used

Finally, we need to look at how students are using home computers. In 1989, students from our
target population used their home computer extensively for playing games (85% reported this
use).83 Word processing was just
emerging as an important use of
Home Computer Use
the home computer, with 33% of
the students in our target
100
80
population reporting using such
1989
60
tools. These same students were
1993
40
also beginning to use their
1997
20
computers for schoolwork
0
Email
Word
Playing
Educational
(47%).84 Although in 1989
Processing
Games
or School
bulletin boards were used by 3%
Work
of the students in our target
population, email was only used
by 1% of the same population. By 1993, game use by our target population had dropped slightly
to 72%, but use of the computer for communication and schoolwork remained relatively
unchanged.85 Students were also starting to use their home computers to run educational
programs (34%) but at a level far below that of playing games (72%). In the same year, there
was also a small increase in the use of word processors, with 39% of the students in our target
population reporting use of this software at home.86 Then in 1997 several important shifts took
place in how home computers were being used. The use of educational programs rose
dramatically with 96% of our target
In a relatively short time span between 1993 and 1997
households reporting their use.
we saw a dramatic change in how students were using
Although game playing also rose
their home computers. Whereas computers had
slightly (84%), so did the use of
previously been primarily used for playing games, they
computers for schoolwork (60%)
are now more often used for educational purposes.
and word processing (46%). Not
surprisingly, in 1997, we also saw a
significant increase in the use of electronic mail with slightly more than 20% of the target student
population reporting use of their home computer for this purpose.87
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All of this data seems to be pointing towards an important trend in home computer use by
students in our target population. In a relatively short time span between 1993 and 1997 we
saw a dramatic change in how students were using their home computers. Whereas they
previously had been primarily used for playing games, they are now more often used for
educational purposes. In addition, we saw an equally important rise in the use of computers as
a communications tool with the application of email. If these trends continue, we would expect
to find almost all of the target population homes using computers for a wide range of
applications, including educational and communications.
4.2

Home Internet Access and Use
Percentage of Target Population Households with

"The Internet has rapidly become a critical,
Modems
not optional, tool for many people in their
day-to-day activities."88 As a result, we
70
have seen a rapid increase in the number of
62
60
homes that now have access to the Internet.
50
Although data specifically on home Internet
40
access and use was not collected until 1997,
34
there is some information available prior to
30
that year which is useful in discussing
20
15
trends. In 1989, in households of our target
10
population, we find that only 15% had
0
modems. This number rose to 34% in 1993
1989
1993
1997
and then almost doubled four years later to
62% in 1997.89 Not surprisingly, email use
rose from only 10% in 1994 among the same households, to 44% in 1998. In that same year
(1998) 60% of the target population households reported having access to the Internet.90

Percentage Used

If we now look at how the Internet is used at
How Email is Used at Home by Individuals Under
home, we find that among target population
the Age of 25
households, the most common use of the
Internet is for email (79%). Information
100
80
searching is also a relatively common use of
60
the technology with 60% of the target
40
91
population households reporting this use. If
20
we then consider how email is used, we find
0
Educational
Hobbies/Other
Communicating
that for those under the age of 25, 93%
Purposes
with
reported using it to communicate with friends
Friends/Family
and family. Among this same age group,
41% reported using email for educational
purposes, and 28% reported using it for hobbies or other special interests.92
This acceleration in home use of Internet and email is expected to reach nearly saturation levels
within the next few years among students in our target population households. Coupled with the
demonstrated growth in educational uses of computer software and Internet applications in
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school by students and teachers, this data points to an immersion in technology by our target
population never before seen or even anticipated.
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5.0

Cognitive Implications of Technology Use and Current Educational Practice

After considering the dramatic increases in computer availability and Internet access and use in
schools and in homes, and the current statistics on software applications used for educational
purposes, the next area to consider in addressing our core questions is the demonstrated impact
on student learning, student behavior, and student outcomes resulting from this technology use.
Until recently, research on technology’s impact has focused on learning “from” technology
(instructional TV, integrated learning systems, computer-based tutorial software), as opposed to
learning “with” technology (databases, spreadsheets, semantic networks, expert systems,
communications software such as teleconferencing programs, on-line collaborative knowledge
construction environments, multimedia/hypermedia construction software, and computer
programming languages).93 But, according to the North Central Regional Educational
Laboratory, “(Education) (r)esearchers are now beginning to meet the more complicated
research task of investigating the impact of technology use in meeting these new
expectations for what students should learn. They are examining students' ability to
understand complex phenomena, analyze and synthesize multiple sources of information,
and build representations of their own knowledge. This model of integrated technologysupported learning emphasizes the ability to access, interpret, and synthesize information
instead of rote memorization and the acquisition of isolated skills.”94
It should also be noted that an assessment of technology’s impact on students must consider:
(1)
(2)
(3)

The diverse array of technology available and its varied applications by teachers and
students
Standardized tests, the most common measure of student achievement, have limited
applicability when measuring students’ thinking skills
Schools and classrooms are complex, social environments in which a variety of
factors combine to influence student achievement and student behavior

Available recent research combined with vignettes and anecdotal evidence from purposeful,
early-adopter educators and high-end technology-using students help to paint a picture of the
impact on students of tool technologies that promote cognitive challenge. Here, we seek to
elucidate the impact of technology, not only on student achievement, (measured largely by
standardized tests, which, many educators believe have limited value in assessing student
thinking processes),95 but on the ways in and extent to which they engage in subject-matter
investigations; their study and research habits; their ability to utilize a variety of media
and sources to analyze and solve complex and multi-dimensional problems; and their
reasoning, critical thinking, and ability to present rational, cogent arguments.
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5.1

Context and Trends in the U.S. Educational System

It is not possible to discuss the effects of technology on students without looking more broadly at
the U.S. educational system as a whole. Unlike our international counterparts, the U.S.
educational system is highly decentralized, with 15,959 individual school districts,96 each
responsible for its own curriculum and policies. One effect of this macrostructure of nearly
16,000 independent units relevant to our study is that there exists a wide diversity in the
achievement, instructional practice, and technology infrastructure throughout the U.S., and even
within the same counties of a given state. Therefore, formulating a profile of a “typical” middle
or high school student’s technology use is not possible; a typical student in a high poverty, urban
school and a typical student in an affluent suburb would have widely divergent educational
experiences and access to/proficiency with technological tools. (A later section in this report will
describe federal efforts to close the technology gap between wealthy and poor students.)
Another effect of the decentralization of the U.S. educational system is the comparatively low
achievement of U.S. students in general in science and mathematics, as compared to their
international counterparts.97 It must be noted that while today a large majority of the students
who are high-end technology users are also those that excel in science and mathematics, the
inexorable push toward “radical simplicity”98 among makers of computers and other digital
devices will broaden the representation of high-end technology-using students. It is clear,
however, that a strong foundation in science and mathematics will be critical to solving the
complex problems demanded by NIMA and other similar employers in 2010 and beyond.99
With this important recognition, policymakers and the education community at the national,
state, and local levels have adopted demanding new curriculum standards and frameworks that
emphasize more rigorous content knowledge, depth of understanding, engagement in hands-on
activities, and authentic uses of technology to solve problems, communicate, and collaborate.
Major players such as the National Science Foundation and the U.S. Department of Education
have made investments in the billions of dollars to provide incentives for states and school
systems to meet these higher standards. The American Association for the Advancement of
Science (AAAS)’s Project 2061, which has been a leader in the push to promote adoption of
challenging standards by states, defines 10 Benchmarks for Science Literacy100 that include
science and mathematics concepts that are critical for effective schooling and productive
citizenship, as well as recommendations for technology, engineering, and “Habits of Mind.” In
this latter section, AAAS enumerates the following tenets:
•
•
•

Students' ability and inclination to solve problems effectively depend on their having
certain knowledge, skills, and attitudes.
Quantitative, communication, manual, and critical-response skills are essential for
problem solving, but they are also part of what constitutes science literacy more
generally…
Learning to solve problems in a variety of subject-matter contexts, if supplemented on
occasion by explicit reflection on that experience, may result in the development of a
generalized problem-solving ability that can be applied in new contexts; such transfer is
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•

unlikely to happen if either varied problem-solving experiences or reflection on problem
solving is missing.
The problem of rote learning is primarily a pedagogical one that applies to skills as well
as knowledge, and it is not solved simply by stating learning goals in one way instead of
another.

Further to the complex picture of educational practice is the range of pedagogical styles
employed by teachers in the classroom. While most teachers would be considered eclectic,
choosing from a large repertoire of instructional strategies as the situation warrants, educators
and researchers most often identify two overarching approaches to teaching under which a
variety of practices and beliefs may be classified. These include101:
•

Traditional Transmission Instruction is based on a theory of learning that suggests that
students will learn facts, concepts, and understandings by absorbing the content of their
teacher’s explanations or by reading explanations from a text and answering related
questions. Skills (procedural knowledge) are mastered through guided and repetitive
practice of each skill in a sequence, in a systematic and highly prescribed fashion, and
done largely independent of complex applications in which those skills might play some
role.

•

Constructivist-Compatible Instruction is based on a theory of learning that suggests that
understanding arises only through prolonged engagement of the learning in relating new
ideas and explanations to the learner’s own prior beliefs. A corollary of that assertion is
that the capacity to employ procedural knowledge (skills) comes only from experience in
working with concrete problems that provide experience in deciding how and when to
call upon each of a diverse set of skills.

The key differences between these two approaches include:
a) the theory of student learning that undergirds instructional practice – i.e., the differenceb
etween learning through reception of facts and repetitive practice of discrete skills versus
learning through effortful integration of new ideas with those previously believed;
b) the role of teacher and student – i.e., the traditional didactic approach in which the
teacher is the leader of an organized and highly prescribed set of activities defines the
transmission model vs. the teacher-as-facilitator of student-designed learning;
c) social structures for learning which in constructivist classrooms include debates between
students, cooperative group projects, and other activities involving the articulation of
students’ own ideas in concrete contexts vs. more individual learning structures based on
reading and listening.
Since the 1983 publication of “A Nation at Risk”102 many national reports on education,
including the 1991 SCANS Report,103 have proposed many education reform efforts involving
changes in school curricula, teachers’ instructional strategies, and organizational arrangements
within schools and districts, that are consistent with constructivist beliefs. In constructivistcompatible classrooms, one would generally find one or more of the following behaviors:104
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projects; groupwork; problem-solving; reflective thought through writing; tables that engage
students in meaningful thinking.
5.2

Overview of Educational Research on Technology’s Impact

A wealth of research exists on the effects of technology on student achievement; however, much
of it defines student learning as the retention of basic skills and content information whose
increase is measured by standardized tests. Large-scale, statewide implementations of
educational technology have been correlated to gains in standardized test scores in Idaho and
West Virginia. West Virginia attributes a rise from 33rd to 11th on student scores in national
achievement tests over seven years, largely attributable to its technology program,105 and 11
percent of the increase in mathematics and language arts to computer interventions.
However, in measuring student achievement, educational researchers are more broadly calling
for the adoption of new evaluation methods that take into account the complexity of the school
environment, the role of the teacher, and other factors integral to the outcome. In summarizing
various educational researchers’ analyses of the challenges to such evaluation, Heinecke and
Milman state: “broad-based technological reforms, those that attempt multiple changes in a
school… are more difficult to measure in terms of outcomes…(E)fforts to trace the effects of
these projects must take into account measuring effects in dynamic situations where many
variables cannot be controlled and where interventions and outcomes have not been well defined
for measurement…(T)he complex environments in which technology projects are embedded
make inference of causal relations between project activities and outcomes tenuous.106
For the purposes of this white paper, our investigations have focused more narrowly on the
effects of tool and multimedia technology applications whose use engages students in
critical analysis, problem-solving, and meaningful tasks.107 Available research falls broadly
into two categories:
1)
2)

summaries of large-scale studies on educational technology’s impact, including data on
teacher objectives for student learning with the use of technology; and
case studies on units of the educational system for defined technology applications with
unique goals.

Supplementing this data is anecdotal evidence of:
d) pioneering and thoughtful educators who have shared their insights;
e) high-end technology using students who can be viewed as predictors of future,
more widespread, use patterns.
5.3

Research Findings on Technology’s Impact on Cognitively Challenging Tasks and
Higher Order Thinking Skills

A 1999 Report from SRI International’s Center for Technology and Learning analyzed the
effects of a project that used multimedia as a key component of project-based learning.
Significant changes in classroom practices were observed between technology-using classrooms
(TUC) and non-technology-using classrooms (NTUC):
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•
•
•
•

The level of engagement in long-term projects was greater in TUC than NTUC.
Students in TUC tended to construct products as part of their learning more than NTUC.
Students in TUC became more likely to work in small groups on collaborative activities
than students in NTUC.
Over time, students in the multimedia classrooms were more likely to be engaged in
“higher-level cognitive activities…such as deciding on the structure of a presentation;
creating multiple representations, models, and analogies; arguing about or evaluating
information; thinking about one’s audience; and revising or editing work”108

In 1999 the Millken Exchange on Educational Technology compiled an analysis of the five
largest-scale studies of education technology to date and two smaller-scale studies that are useful
in demonstrating educational technology’s impact on students.109 These studies looked both at
tutorial technology applications, as well as productivity or tool software. While the full report is
instructive in reviewing the broad uses of technology both for basic skills as well as higher-order
thinking skills, this section will look specifically at two studies that focused on the latter types of
technology applications.
The Apple Classrooms of Tomorrow (ACOT) study and the Computer-Supported Intentional
Learning Environment (CSILE) studies are illuminating. ACOT, which tracked five school sites
across the country, sought to encourage instructional innovation and emphasize the potential of
computers to support student initiative, engagement in long-term projects, access to multiple
resources, and cooperative learning. The ACOT experience appears to result in new learning
experiences requiring higher-level reasoning and problem solving. It showed a positive impact
on changing instructional environments from less “teacher stand up lectures” to more
cooperative group work. The research showed no differences between ACOT participants and
the control group on standardized tests in vocabulary, reading comprehension, mathematics and
work-study.110
CSILE, the most widely studied set of computer-based activities in schools today, focused on the
social and collaborative aspects of computer use by entire classrooms of students over an eightyear period. Its evaluation findings111 include:
•
•

CSILE students surpassed those in control classrooms on measures of depth of
understanding, reflection, and also on standardized reading, language, and vocabulary
tests.
CSILE maximizes student reflection and encourages progressive thought, taking multiple
perspectives, and independent thinking

The 1998 Teaching Learning & Computing National Survey (TLC)112 compiled extensive data
from a representative sample of 4,100 U.S. teachers in Grades 4-12, with a purposive sample of
high-end technology users. Several papers published from this study focused on teachers’
objectives for technology use by students, and the types of classroom environments and student
tasks that resulted from those objectives. TLC looked at frequency of project activities, subjects
in which projects were taught, technology applications used, and a variety of other relationships.
Among the leading objectives for students113 (in descending order) were:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Expression in writing
Finding out about ideas
Remediation of skills
Analyze information
Communicate electronically
Learn to work collaboratively
Present information to an audience

It was found that positive relationships exist between the degree of cognitive challenge and
the frequency of software use, the variety of software use, and teachers’ professional use of
the computer.114
The TLC also analyzed the classroom environment and teachers’ emphasis on more
constructivist-compatible learning behaviors, including:115
•
•
•
•
•

Projects, in which students employ a variety of skills and engage in a diverse set of tasks
to accomplish a goal that, even if only implicitly, involves developing their understanding
of important content
Group work, where student tasks involve interdependencies with other students and, in
particular, where the discourse with other students is facilitated
Problem-solving tasks, where the procedural knowledge present for solving a problem is
not algorithmic but requires thinking, evaluating, decision-making, and planning, and
where the definition of the problems themselves may be the responsibility of the student
Reflective thought through writing
A variety of other tasks that engage students in meaningful thinking, including making
conjectures, eliciting students’ opinions, having them work on issues related to their own
experiences, and arguing various points of view

While this survey was not designed to measure student outcomes, it did demonstrate a high
correlation between teachers’ philosophies about teaching and learning (constructivist vs.
transmission model) and their creation of learning environments that did or did not engage
students in the activities listed above.
5.4

Teacher and Student Perspectives: Anecdotal Evidence as Predictors of More
Widespread Use Patterns

To supplement this emerging profile of technology-using students, our investigations turned to
the insights of pioneering teachers and of high-end technology using students as predictors of
future, more widespread patterns. These teachers are known to the authors as thoughtful
educators whose degree of technology integration puts them in an elite category among U.S.
educators. Their perspectives confirmed and augmented the research findings:
•

A high school physics teacher in an affluent New Jersey suburb contends that using the
Web to study vectors (using real time data to track real flights in U.S. skies and “live”
wind speed data) results in two significant differences than the students who use more
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traditional approaches to this topic: greater ownership of the “problem” resulting in more
persistence and more lively collaboration, and more probing questions among the
students themselves.116
•

A computer lab teacher in a large, low-achieving inner city New Jersey school system
identifies greater student motivation from Web-based real world data and information
and improvement in students’ interest in subject matter, their critical thinking and
thorough analysis of Web-based information.117

•

Expanding the boundaries of the solution and helping students to think about the concept
of “best” vs. “right” answer is another effect that several teachers noted when engaging
students in Web-based activities.118 Students understand that the textbook isn’t the only
source of information and understand that the world is a complicated place with many
competing, conflicting, and contradictory sources of information.

•

Improved written and verbal communication, more organized, cogent presentations, and
greater attention to detail were student outcomes also cited by several teachers.119

It is noteworthy that, while the teachers interviewed reflected on and could distinguish a
difference among their students in “with and without Web access,” the students interviewed120
could not recall “life before the Web.” Among the target group of students interviewed,
including middle and high school students, and newly-arrived college freshmen, all
perceived technology to be such an integral part of their education, their social habits, and
their life that they could only comment on their current behavior patterns, and not the
issue of “how their behavior has changed as a result of the Web.” This is a logical, though
not self-evident, finding, and has important implications for this study. It points to the
pervasiveness, rapid adoption, and degree of reliance on collaborative tools for social and
educational applications of the target group, and their comfort with communicating and working
remotely.
Five of six students interviewed used “chat” three or more times a week to socialize. All had
used Web search to research information for a school project. One had engaged in online
collaboration, creating a PowerPoint presentation and a research paper on the topic of
epidemiology, with two students in a distant city. All used a variety of software applications,
including Web page development tools, and most were self-taught.
When asked to describe an ideal work environment, students responded:
•
•
•
•
•

“Lots of high tech toys.”
“The ability to use my engineering education.”
“Being able to work with other people, in person and online.”
“Compensation is a key.”
“The ability to be creative, do research, write, use the Web and other tools.”

With prompts, they commented on the desirability of flexibility in telecommuting, working
remotely from distant locations, and “flex time” scheduling.
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5.5

Calls for and Responses to Comprehensive Research Initiatives on Educational
Technology’s Impact on Teaching and Learning

The March 1997 Report to the President to Strengthen K-12 Education in the United States by
the President’s Committee of Advisors on Science and Technology recommended an increase to
$1.5 billion annually “to initiate a large-scale program of rigorous, systematic research on
education in general and educational technology in particular.”121
Similarly, the CEO Forum’s 1997 STaR Report, in its “Year 1 Recommendations and
Challenges,” urged universities, policy makers, research institutions and the private sector to
“work together to define and develop state-of-the-art measurement tools that will enable a
realistic assessment of the effect of technology integration on the process of teaching and
learning.”122
The federal government has begun to respond to these calls for increased attention to research on
the impact of technology. Through a new agency called IERI (the Interagency Educational
Research Initiative) the U.S. Department of Education, the National Science Foundation, and the
National Institute of Child Health and Human Development have committed $88 million over
the next two years to improve preK-12 student learning and achievement in reading,
mathematics, and science by supporting rigorous, interdisciplinary research on large-scale
implementations of promising educational practices and technologies in complex and varied
learning environments.123 One of the most recent (October, 2000) awards is aimed at expanding
the research base on the impact of Web-based applications on student achievement and thinking
skills. This award124 is a $490,714 grant to Stevens Institute of Technology’s Center for
Improved Engineering and Science Education (CIESE) and Yale University’s Drs. Robert
Sternberg and Elena Grigorenko, authors of “Teaching Triarchically Improves School
Achievement” and “What Does It Mean to Be Smart” and creators of the Triarchic Theory of
Intelligence. In this model, intelligence has three domains: practical, analytical, and creative.
This project will assess the impact on student learning of four conditions: (1) triarchicallyenhanced Web-based curriculum materials; (2) non-triarcically enhanced Web-based materials;
(3) triarchically-enhanced textbook materials; and (4) non-triarchically-enhanced textbook
materials. The outcome of this 18-month study will inform policymakers and educators
about how the use of enriched Web-based curriculum materials improve student
achievement and critical thinking abilities, and should lead to additional research in this
area.
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6.0

Other Factors Influencing the Capabilities and the Composition of the Techforce of
2010

As we have seen, the capabilities of the workforce in 2010 will depend on many factors. Key
prerequisites for effective work in high technology environments for many years to come will be
proficiency with the two most significant technologies of the Information Age: computers and
the Internet. This report has focused on these influential and pervasive technologies in terms of
the their availability and use in school environments and in homes, as well as the cognitive
implications that this use of technology has on middle and high school students’ ability to think
critically, find and synthesize multiple sources of data, and to deal with complex, multidimensional problems.
In completing our profile, there are several other factors we must consider:
•
•
•
•
•
6.1

Students’ educational background, specifically in science and mathematics
Effects of the “Information Age Culture,” in which digital gadgetry is pervasive and
integral to human behavior
Effects of efforts to close the “Digital Divide” to increase opportunities for technology
use by disadvantaged and underrepresented groups
Teacher workforce trends
Expected increases in parent involvement in education via technology

Educational Background

Since the day that Sputnik first circled the earth in 1957, there has been grave concern in the
United States about the adequacy of mathematics and science education in our K-12 schools.
The most recent articulation of this concern is the September 27, 2000 report of the National
Committee on Mathematics and Science Teaching for the 21st Century, chaired by Senator John
Glenn.
Entitled, “Before It’s Too Late,” this report summarizes a wealth of data that has been
accumulating in recent years about the comparative weakness of U.S. students in science and
mathematics achievement against international counterparts. Most notable of these analyses is
the “Third International Mathematics and Science Study,” or TIMSS report, and the “National
Assessment of Educational Progress,” or NAEP, which is also known as the “Nation’s Report
Card.”
The most striking result of the TIMSS study was the U.S.’s lowest standing in mathematics and
the second-to-lowest ranking in physics in a careful comparison involving 20 countries.
The NAEP studies show that less than one-third of U.S. students are proficient in science and
mathematics, with data from similar comparisons showing equally dismal ratings for nearly 30
years.
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Teachers Who Lack a Degree in the Field They
Teach
Percentage Lacking Degree

The Glenn report emphasizes that the low
levels of achievement of U.S. students in
mathematics and science is closely correlated
with inadequacies in the teaching profession.
More than one in four high school mathematics
teachers and nearly one in five high school
science teachers lack even a minor in their main
teaching field. The situation is worst in
physical science, where 56% of students are
taking courses by out-of-field teachers.125
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This inadequate preparation results in a small pool of students who go on to study mathematics,
engineering and information science. In 1995-96, 34.6% of all bachelor’s and 44% of all
master’s degrees in the United States were earned by nonresident aliens.126 The overall lack of
teacher preparation in science and mathematics results in low levels of student performance
(both in terms of international comparisons and by our own national standards) and, in turn,
further inadequate preparation of mathematics and science teachers. These grim statistics are not
expected to improve quickly, even with the most enlightened and vigorous national policies. In
fact, it will be difficult to cope with these challenges since two-thirds of the nation’s three
million teachers are expected to retire during the coming decade.127
Given the limited number of students with strong science and mathematics backgrounds
and the fierce and accelerating competition for their services, it is expected that extensive
training of new workers will be required to fully meet the needs of the workforce in 2010.
It is also likely that recruitment will need to be pursued among populations that go beyond
the target group that is specified in this report. The target population described earlier in this
white paper is an elite group with the best access to technology as well as the best access to
qualified teachers and rigorous educational programs. This population will be inundated with
attractive job offers. To meet the hiring goals that motivate this study, there will likely be a
need to expand the target group. In reaching out to a broader socio-economic population,
there will be concomitant additional needs for on-the-job training programs in both subject
matter and on the use of the needed technologies.
6.2

E-Rate and Educational Technology Trends

In 1996 Congress established a dramatic new program aimed at increasing access to
telecommunications services for needy schools and libraries. The E-Rate program, as it has
become known, began implementation in 1998. Established as part of Public Law 104-104, the
Telecommunications Act of 1996, the Universal Service Fund for Schools and Libraries provides
discounts on the cost of telecommunications services and equipment to all public and private
schools and libraries. Eligible services range from basic local and long distance phone services
and Internet access services, to the acquisition and installation of equipment to provide network
wiring within school and library buildings. Computer hardware and software, staff training, and
electrical upgrades are not covered, however. Discounts range from 20 percent to 90 percent,
depending upon economic need and rural location. Rural and urban schools with upwards of
75% of their students on federal free and reduced lunch programs are eligible for the maximum
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90% discounts. All schools are eligible for at least a 20% discount with this discount rising
significantly for schools that have more than 1% lunch program participation becoming eligible
for 40% discounts in urban areas and 50% discounts in rural locations.
The first two rounds of implementation that took place from January 1998 through June 2000
had allocations that totaled $3.91 billion. The requested amount for July 2000 through June
2001 is $4.72 billion. About 80% of these discounts are being awarded to public schools with
low-income schools being the predominant recipients.
A detailed analysis of the E-Rate program was prepared for the U. S. Department of Education
by the Urban Institute of Washington D.C.128 The report states that the allocated funding is
having a tremendous impact on urban schools with low income populations. In order to
grasp the magnitude of these E-Rate discounts, let us suppose that $5 billion was directed toward
the nation’s poorest students. Since there are about 50 million students, with about 20% of the
nation’s children living in poverty, we know that there about 10 million very poor students.
Hence, an allocation of $5 billion for the technology infrastructure in schools of the very poor
amounts to funding of $500 per child. It is easily seen that a continuation of the E-Rate program
will greatly facilitate the computerization and wiring of schools for the poorest segment of
American society.
Many other factors are required if there is to be effective utilization of this technology in
disadvantaged schools, including teacher training and informed educational leadership. Even
with the formidable hurdles that such utilization will encounter, it is highly significant that at
least comprehensive acquisition of computer technology and connectivity will take place, even in
the lowest income level schools. This assumption is based on the continuation of the E-Rate or
similar programs.
Assuming that efforts will be needed to expand the pool of high technology workers in 2010 in
order to meet hiring objectives, a strategy of jumpstarting educational improvement for lower
income students can be envisioned through use of school-based Internet technology. While it is
not likely that significant progress will be made in upgrading mathematics and science education
in large numbers of lower income regions during the next five years, it will be possible to reach
selected students through online and Internet-based interactive video courses. Today we see that
a number of states are introducing virtual high schools. If meaningful courses were widely
available via the Internet in 2002, those educational resources could have a significant impact on
students from all socio-economic levels who will graduate from college in 2010.
While the Digital Divide is rapidly being closed in schools and libraries around the country,
the differences in home use between rich and poor continue to be a major impediment to
the educational advancement of low-income students. A 1999 U. S. Department of
Commerce study entitled, “Falling Through the Net: Defining the Digital Divide,” published by
the National Telecommunications and Information Administration, reports that households with
incomes of $75,000 are 20 times more likely to have access to the Internet than those with
lower levels, and nine times more likely to have a computer at home.129 It is noteworthy that
even at the lower levels, urban households are twice as likely to have Internet access as rural
households.
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6.3

Information Age Culture

A third factor that goes beyond familiarity with computers and the Internet that is crucial for
Workforce 2010 readiness is that of affective behavior in an Information Age environment. A
short hand for this factor is “IA Culture.”
IA Culture relates to the use of pervasive and ubiquitous information technologies that include
but are not limited to computers and the Internet. For example, personal digital assistant devices,
digital phones, digital cameras, digital music, digital video, digital fax, digital productivity tools,
etc., all are all artifacts whose use is creating a new Information Age Culture.
A characteristic of these devices is that high-level computer skills are not required for their use.
For example, current versions of Web TV make the Internet accessible for individuals who are
not computer literate. Many elderly members of our society in their 80’s and 90’s are
comfortable using a Web TV but would not go near a computer. A great deal of corporate
investment is now going into next generations of Web TV in order to make Internet access no
more complex than turning on a television set.
Another example of IA Culture is the specialized device that allows downloading of MP3 files
from Napster for easy access to digital music. While Napster may not endure, some version of
digital music file transfer is almost certain to be part of our future. This is likely to be the case
for video and books as well.
At a recent conference in Washington, D. C. sponsored by Secretary of Education Riley, the
Chairman and CEO of 3COM, Eric Benhamou, spoke about efforts in Silicon Valley to expedite
the creation of the new information technology culture. He said that his highest priority was the
development of devices that manifested the concept of “radical simplicity.” This phrase was
intended to communicate unimagined and unprecedented ease in the use of an information
technology capability. Mr. Benhamou gave some examples of devices that manifested “radical
simplicity.” One that is close to being perfected is the Internet Radio. Such a radio for home use
will have three ranges: AM, FM and IM, which stands for Internet Modulation. Through the IM
range, users will be able to access the 5,000 Internet radio stations that are currently available
with the same ease that allows one to tune into Saturday afternoon Metropolitan Opera
broadcasts or a Yankees game.
Another example of an information technology utility is TIVO. This is a computer that serves as
an intelligent video recording device that can store video on a hard disk after the user has had an
interaction through an extremely friendly interface.
As the technologies of the telephone, computer, fax, video and Internet increasingly fuse into
unified devices, new modes of behavior will become common. These will include the use of
digital cameras, scanners, e-book specialized reading devices, unified voice mail/email systems,
etc. Individuals will be adapting to varying levels of use of these related and interconnected
technologies. Today, we see that almost every Wall Street professional is carrying a personal
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digital assistant device to take notes, keep schedules, hold addresses and telephone numbers, and
sometimes to send and receive email.
Personal utility software facilitates the location of restaurants and parking lots, the identification
of movies and television programs of interest and guidance in travel. The advances in software
development go hand in hand with the processing capabilities of these emerging artifacts in the
realization of these new examples of “radical simplicity.”
There are multiple implications of “radical simplicity” that need to be considered with
respect to planning for Techforce 2010. One is the extent to which individuals are
comfortable with and readily adapt to an ever-changing IA Culture. It is likely that
specialized devices and personal productivity tools will play an important role in the
workplace of TechForce 2010 employees. Secondly, it may be that some of these
information utilities will eliminate the need to be computer and Internet literate, since they
may create new modes of access to information and new methods of manipulating data that
do not require a significant learning experience. Another consideration is that it may be
possible and necessary for those who create the 2010 workplace to customize personal
productivity tools for specialized functions that are needed in executing a particular job
activity.
6.4

Teacher Workforce Trends

Many indicators, as discussed in previous sections, point to the acceleration of technology that is
integral to the educational process. The trend in the composition and skills of the teacher
workforce in the next 10 years is no exception. There are three trends relevant to our
investigation:
1.
2.

3.

4.

The projected retirement of nearly 2/3 of the nation’s teacher force130
The greater professional use of the Internet by teachers under 30 and the relative
value placed on the Internet as essential for classroom use131 as compared to more
veteran teachers
Increased emphasis by the federal government and major national organizations such
as NCATE, the accreditation bureau for teacher education colleges, on preparing
tomorrow’s teachers to use technology132
The richer variety of exemplary lessons and more robust course offerings via the Web
and through distance education

Although schools face a difficult challenge in filling science and mathematics positions in
the next decade, it is likely that new teachers entering the teaching force will be
substantially better prepared to use technology effectively with their students. Research
indicates that teachers under 30 value more highly and use more frequently the Internet in their
own professional collaborations and in the classroom.133 The trend will be intensified, as a result
of federal programs such as the PT3 grants, or Preparing Tomorrow’s Teachers to Use
Technology, which has committed $128 million in FY 2000 to promote the meaningful
integration of technology among teacher education colleges. Likewise, organizations such as
NCATE, the Standard of Excellence in Teacher Preparation, are vigorously adopting new
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requirements for colleges of teacher education for the use of technology in content and methods
coursework. These developments portend more widespread and more meaningful uses of
technology in classrooms all around the country.
6.5

Parent Involvement

Countless studies confirm the impact of parent involvement on student achievement. RooseveltEdison Charter School, Colorado Springs, Colorado, reports that parent volunteerism has
skyrocketed 1,000% as a result of placing computers in nearly all 650 student homes. Teachers
post homework on the Internet and send messages, and parents debate important issues related to
school governance and their children’s education.134 The Buddy Project of Indiana and the
Union City Online! (NJ) project, both focusing on home use of computers and
telecommunications technologies, have reported similar effects.
As home access to the Internet continues to accelerate and schools become more adept at
using telecommunications technology effectively to communicate with stakeholders, this
trend will have important consequences for parental involvement in children’s education.
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7.0

Summary and Projections

In compiling a profile of students who will be candidates for the NIMA analyst positions in the
Year 2010, we have reviewed a variety of issues and trends. We have seen a dramatic increase
in computer ownership and Internet access in the U.S., both in schools and in homes, over the
past two decades and particularly in the past five years. We have learned that access does not
necessarily result in meaningful use by students, and much depends upon the location of the
hardware, access to a range of software, types of Internet access, and teachers’ proficiencies and
objectives for software use.
We have researched how these technology resources are being used by teachers with students
and have documented a trend toward more use of productivity or tool software and Internet
applications that engage students in higher-order thinking, critical analysis, multiple
representations of information, group work, online collaboration, and technology-supported
creation of presentations. Research and anecdotal evidence indicate that purposeful and effective
use of multimedia technologies and Internet applications does have a positive impact on: student
engagement in long-term projects; critical thinking skills; creation of products; group work and
collaboration; persistence on problem-solving; student reflection; and writing.
Related factors such as the “Digital Divide,” the Information Age Culture, and the composition
of the future teacher workforce will also impact upon the skills, capabilities, and expectations of
the Techforce of 2010. These trends and initiatives point to an accelerating proliferation and
dependency upon technology for educational, personal, and social applications.
Now that we have developed a comprehensive model of computer and Internet use by students in
our target population, the impact of this use, and the related issues and trends that are projected
for the next decade, we now venture some predictions about the technology environment in
education during the next 10 years and the workforce of 2010:
•

The number of modern computers in schools and classrooms will continue to rise and
push student to computer ratios to lower levels than are presently found in schools. This
will finally provide students with a level of access to computers that will result in
significant impact. As a result, most students will be able to easily perform basic
computer operations, have proficiency with a variety of productivity and communications
technologies, and will be able to learn new technological skills quickly.

•

Students’ and parents’ home use of computers and the Internet will continue to increase.
Although both will remain tools for entertainment and socialization, they will
increasingly become vital resources for a range of other applications, such as school
work, jobs, and learning in general. Workers of the future will be used to being
immersed in technology-rich environments, both at home and at work. They will expect
to have many of the same capabilities at home as they do in the office and will utilize this
home access for work-related activities.

•

Teachers, through improved professional development opportunities, will become more
comfortable using technology in general. Specifically, they will become more skilled at
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integrating technology into their instructional practice. One result will be an increased
use of productivity or tool applications such as word processing, spreadsheets, graphical
analysis and presentation software. Fully integrated use of these tools will have a
significant impact on students and the skills that they will bring to the future workforce.
Workers of the future will want a range of easy-to-use, yet flexible, computer-based tools
to assist them in their jobs.
•

The Internet will continue to grow as a mainstream technology, both at school and at
home. High speed Internet access will soon be the norm rather than the exception and
thus will radically affect the types of applications that can be easily pursued. With this
high-speed access, more teachers will view the Internet as a critical tool in their
instructional toolkit.

•

Due to critical teacher shortages in science and mathematics and the relative low
achievement in science and mathematics achievement by U.S. students as compared to
international counterparts, there will be fierce competition for the pool of students with
advanced science and mathematics coursework. It is likely the NIMA and other
employers must be prepared to do significant on-the-job training of new employees and
to expand its target pool of potential employees to those who have been traditionally
underrepresented in such fields.

•

Initiatives such as the federal E-Rate program, the trend toward “radical simplicity,” and
the proliferation of digital devices for specialized functions integral to human activity
will all increase the availability, proficiency, and overall reliance upon technology of
many sectors of our society.

•

Because of increased federal, state, and local emphasis on teacher professional
development on the integration of the Internet into core subjects, educators will rely more
extensively on email to communicate with colleagues, on Web publishing to publish their
own as well as their students’ work, and will engage in collaborative projects with
partners around the world, as well as other compelling uses of the technology. These
types of activities will have a profound impact on how students work and how they view
the rest of the world. Working collaboratively with partners in distant locations will
become the norm, rather than the exception. Gone will be the need for frequent face-toface meetings. Because of these experiences, workers in 2010 will feel comfortable
collaborating at a distance using a range of technologies. Many will expect more
freedom in where and when they engage in work as the technology will allow them to
connect from any place at any time.
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8.0

Related and Supplemental Resources

8.1

The Workplace of Tomorrow

This white paper has examined the present state and future trends of educational technology and
the impact its use will have on the skills of the future workforce. Interconnected to this topic is
the obvious issue of what the workplace of tomorrow will look like and how the skills of the
future workforce will be utilized. The recent report titled, Futurework: Trends and Challenges
for Work in the 21st Century,135 which was developed by the U.S. Department of Labor, does an
excellent job of providing insights into the workplace of the future.
This report examines workers, workplaces, and challenges for the future. At the center of
Futurework are the constants in workers’ lives and how they intersect with the expected changes
in the twenty-first century workforce and workplace.
It explains that American workers need to have economic security over their lifetimes, be able to
balance work and family, and have safe and fair workplaces. The ability to meet these needs
will, in large part, be shaped by the changes in the workforce and workplaces of today and
tomorrow. In the new economy, workers are concerned about being skilled and not stuck. Work
arrangements, be they traditional or nontraditional, need to meet the demands of home as well as
work. And to be competitive, employers will need to embrace all American workers, those of
different races and origins, as well as workers with disabilities. The new millennium promises
opportunities but also creates risk.
The first few chapters discuss the future of the workforce, examining: demographic trends;
changes in wages and benefits; the relationship between higher wages and higher skills; the pay
gaps between women and men, among African Americans, Hispanics and whites, and between
people with disabilities and those without; the effect of unions on wages, benefits, and working
conditions; and the evolving work and family balance issues.
Later chapters focus on the future of the workplace, covering: changes in the relative importance
of different sectors of the economy; changes in workplace conditions, including safety, health,
and discrimination; and the effect of technology and globalization on the ways people work as
well as the impact these changes have had on the skill requirements of the workforce.
The final chapters examine the cross cutting themes of the workforce and workplace, looking at
rising skill requirements, flexibility in the workplace, and job security. The report concludes
with questions and observations.
8.2

Recommendations for Future Studies

Given the highly dynamic rate of change in technology development, ownership, and adoption
by most sectors of our society, and particularly in education, it is recommended that the issues
and trends that have been discussed in this white paper be revisited in five years. Impact of the
Information Age culture, only now starting to be appreciated, will be fully apparent. Similarly,
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the effects of the federal E-rate program and programs to bolster meaningful and widespread use
of technology by K-12 teachers will be more easily measured.
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